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An irredundant representation of the O-I solutions to a posynomial inequality in terms of 
covering constraints induced by minimal covers is given. This representation is further 
strengthened using extended covering constraints induced by maximal extensions of minimal 
covers. Necessary, sufficient, and in a special case necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
extended covering constraint induced by a minimal set to be a facet of the posynomial knapsack 
polytope are given. 
1. Introduction 
A considerable literature has been devoted to the study of the set P of all vectors 
xrz (0, 1)” satisfying 
,jY, QjXjsao, Oj1ao>O, j= 1, . . . . n. (1) 
For example, Balas and Jeroslow [2], Granot and Hammer [4] and Glover [3] 
provided an equivalent representation of P in terms of O-l solutions to an irre- 
dundant collection of covering inequalities of the form CiES Xi< IS/ - 1 for some 
subsetsSofN={l,..., n}. Balas [l], Hammer, Johnson and Peled [5], Padberg [9] 
and Wolsey [lo] have investigated the facial structure of the convex hull, PC, of P. 
Not surprisingly, many of the results available for P either fail to be valid, or cannot 
be easily extended to the set P of all vectors XE (0, l}” satisfying the posynomial 
inequality 
a020 and ai>O, N;cN, i= l,..., m. (2) 
It is our purpose, in this paper, to provide an irredundant equivalent repre- 
sentation of P and to investigate the facial structure of its convex hull PC. We carry 
out our investigation along the same lines it was done in the linear case. Such an 
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approach will enable us, on the one hand, to illuminate those cases for which results 
valid for B are easily extended to P and, on the other hand, it permits the ‘docu- 
mentation’ of results for which the extensions are either more difficult or even 
impossible. Before reviewing our results, let us briefly introduce the following 
definitions. 
A subset Q of M={I,..., m) is a ferm cover of (2) if Glee a;>~,,. Each term 
cover Q induces a (variable) cover S= U,,Q Ni. A term cover is minimal if no 
proper subset hereof is a term cover. A cover is prime if it is induced by a minimal 
term cover. We will denote by n, the collection of all prime covers of (2), by 
c(E,S) the constraint C ,EEXjs(S[-l for each S~f%‘~n(r, and by c(S)=c(S,S) the 
covering constraint induced by S. Now, Granot and Hammer [4] showed that the 
set of O-1 vectors satisfying (2) coincides with the set of O-l vectors satisfying the 
covering constraints induced by all its prime covers. Unfortunately, some of the 
constraints in the equivalent set may be redundant. Indeed, for the inequality 
5xIx2xJ +4x,x4 + 4x,x, +4x,x3 + 2x1x,x, 5 8 
the set of covering constraints induced by the prime covers of (3) is 
(3) 
Xl +x,+xJ+x,+xjs4; XI +x,+x;i+x,s3}. 
However, on the set of O-l vectors the inequalities xt +x2+x, +x,5 3, xl +x2 + 
xs +xsr 3 and x, +x2+x3 +x4+x5 54 are all implied by the inequality x, +x2 + 
x3 I 2, and so are redundant. 
In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a minimal cover of a posynomial 
inequality, and show that replacing prime covers by minimal covers in a Granot- 
Hammer result [4] leads to an irredundant equivalent representation of P. We ako 
introduce in Section 2 the notions of a minimal set, a maximal extension of a 
minimal set, and the extended covering constraint induced by a maximal extension 
of a minimal set. We then show that in general, by contrast with the linear case, 
the collection of distinct extended covering constraints induced by selecting one 
maximal extension of each minimal cover is neither unique nor irredundant. 
However, we are able to show that the distinct elements of one such collection are 
irredundant. 
In Section 3 we study canonical facets of PC. It was shown in, e.g., [l, 5, lo], 
that every canonical facet of r’, is an extended covering constraint induced by some 
minimal cover of (1). This result is not valid for PC. That is, in the posynomial 
case, there are canonical facets of PC which cannot be derived as maximal exten- 
sions of minimal covers. Nevertheless, we prove that any canonical facet of PC is 
an extended covering constraint induced by a minimal set of (2). We also provide 
sufficient conditions for a maximal extension E of a minimal cover S to be a facet 
of PC, and in the special case where all the variables Xi, j E E \ S, appear linearly in 
the posynomial function we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
extended covering constraint induced by S to be a facet of PC. 
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2. Minimal covers, minimal sets and their extensions 
We first introduce in this section the notions of a minimal cover and a minimal 
set of a posynomial inequality. Minimal covers are used subsequently in Theorem 
1 to strengthen a Granot-Hammer result [4] and give an irredundant equivalent 
representation of the set of O-1 solutions to (2). In Section 3 it is shown that minimal 
sets are essential in the study of the facial structure of PC. 
A cover S of (2) is said to be a minima/ cover if no proper subset hereof is a cover. 
A subset S of N is said to be a minimal set of (2) if c(S), but not Cies Xi< ISI - 2, 
is valid for (2). 
It is easy to see that every cover contains a minimal set, and every minimal set 
contains a minimal cover. Any proper subset R of a minimal set S for which c(R) 
is valid for (2) is a minimal set. If no such proper subset R exists, then S is also a 
minimal cover. 
Observe that since every posynomial inequality induces an independence system 
(N, F,) with 
F,\,= {Q: S $Z Q c N and S a minimal cover}, 
the minimal covers of (2) are the circuits of (NE’,)‘. Minimal sets of (2) are not, 
in general, circuits of (N,FN) but, surprisingly perhaps, they are shown in the 
sequel to play a significant role in our investigation of the facial structure of PC. 
Theorem 1. (Irredundant representation of the O-l solutions of a posynomial 
inequality). On the set of O-l vectors, a posynomial inequality is equivalent o the 
set of covering constraints induced by its minimal covers. Moreover, these covering 
constraints are irredundant. 
Proof.’ Using the Granot-Hammer equivalence [4] described above, the first 
assertion follows from the fact that each minimal cover is prime, each prime cover 
contains a minimal cover, and the covering constraint induced by the latter implies 
that induced by the former. 
To prove the second assertion, let S be a minimal cover and delete its induced 
covering constraint. We now show that the charactertistic vector A-’ of S, i.e., 
x:= 1 if Jo S and xf= 0 otherwise, does not satisfy (2) but does satisfy the con- 
straints induced by the remaining minimal covers. The first claim follows readily by 
substitution of xs in (2) and using the fact S is a cover. The second claim follows 
by observing that any other minimal cover T contains an element i not in S so 
x,” = 0. Thus Cj, T x75 1 T/ - 1, completing the proof. 
Balas and Jeroslow [2] and Glover [3] introduced and studied extensions of 
’ For definitions see, e.g., [61. 
’ The equivalence part of Theorem 1 is given in (6) for independence system. 
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minimal covers in the linear case. In the rest of this section we introduce the notion 
of an extension of a minimal set of a posynomial inequality, discuss its relation to 
the Balas-Jerslow extension, and then in Section 3 provide conditions under which 
extensions of minimal covers and minimal sets induce canonical facets of PC. 
If for SC E c N, c(E,S) is valid for P we will say that E is an extension of S. An 
extension E of S is maximal if it is not a proper subset of another extension of S. 
In this case c(E,S) will be called an extended covering constraint induced by S. 
Different minimal covers may have identical maximal extensions. Moreover, by 
contrast with the linear case, a minimal cover may have more than one maximal 
extension as can be seen by the following example. 
Example 1 (A minimal cover with two maximal extensions). The term cover {5,6,7} 
of 
6x,x, + 6x,x* + 6x3x, + 6x,xs + 6x,x2 + 5x3x‘, + 4x5x6 s 13 
induces the minimal cover S = { 1,2,3,4,5,6}. Now, S has two maximal extensions 
E= { 1,2,3,4,5,6,7} and E’= { 1,2,3,4,5,6,8). 
To characterize an extended covering constraint induced by a minimal set we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. The set of 0- 1 vectors satisfying c(E, S) for S 5 E c N coincides with the 
set of O-l vectors satisfying c(Q) for all Q C_ E with IQ I= 1 S 1. 
Proof. Observe that c(E,S) trivially implies c(Q) for all Qc, E with IQ1 = ISI. To 
prove the converse, suppose x is a O-l vector not satisfying c(E,S). Then there is 
asubsetQofEwithIQI=\Sj such that Xi = 1 for all i E Q. Hence x does not satisfy 
c(Q), completing the proof. 
Lemma 2. If E C N and k is a nonnegative integer, then 
is an extended covering constraint induced by a minimal set of (2) if and only if 
(i) some subset of E having cardinality k+ 1 is a minimal set, 
(ii) every such subset contains a minimal set, and 
(iii) for each i E N\ E there is a TC E having cardinality k such that TU {i} 
contains no minimal set. 
Proof. We first show that (4) is a supporting hyperplane and E is an extension of 
some minimal set S, if and only if(i) and (ii) hold. We begin with the ‘only if’ part. 
Observe that since (4) supports (2), ISI - 1 = k whence (i) holds. Also, by Lemma 1, 
C/ET J- 
x.-c k is valid for (2) for every subset Tc E with 
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characteristic vector xT of T is not feasible for the last inequality, xT is not feasible 
for (2) which implies 
a,,< i aj fl x,r= C ai where K={i:Nic T}. 
i=i jfN isK 
Thus T contains the cover induced by the term cover K and since every cover 
contains a minimal set (ii) follows. 
To show the ‘if’ part, observe that if every subset T of E with cardinality k+ 1 
contains a minimal set S, then (4) supports (2). To see this assume, on the contrary, 
that (ii) holds and there exists a vector R feasible for (2) but not for (4). Now, this 
implies that the cardinality of the set Qx= (i: iE E and x;= 1) is strictly larger than 
k which contradicts (ii). Finally, by (i) there exists a subset TC E whose cardinality 
is k + 1, which is a minimal set and thus (4) supports (2). Moreover, E is an extension 
of T. 
We now prove the lemma. From what was shown above, it suffices to show that 
xi+ c ,EE Xirk is not valid for (2) for any ieN\ E if and only if (iii) holds. This 
follows from what was proved above on replacing E by EU{i} because then (ii) 
would fail to hold. 
Lemma 3 below will mitigate some of the difficulties in finding a maximal 
extension of a minimal set. For each subset of variables Qc N, let N,(Q)= Ni\ Q 
and L,(Q)= {i:ieM and INi( = l}, i.e., ICY is the set of all terms which 
appear linearly in f(x) after substituting xi= 1 for all Jo Q. 
Lemma 3. An extension E of a minimal set S of (2) is a maximal extension if 
L/(E) = 0. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that E is properly contained in R, R c N, and 
is a valid constraint for (2). Since S is a minimal set, there exists an element k in 
S such that the characteristic vector x’\(~) of S \ {k} is feasible for (2). Further, 
let r be any element in R \ E and let x cs\fk))U(‘) denote the characteristic vector 
of (S\ {k})U(r}. Then, since L,-(E)=O, f(xs\(kj)=f(x(S\(k))U(r}) and thus 
~(s\(~))“(~) is also feasible for (2). However, x(s\fkl)“fr) is excluded by (5) which 
is a contradiction, completing the proof. 
We will briefly relate now our definition of an extension of a minimal cover to 
that suggested in [2, 31. To this end assume ajsaj+t, j= 1, . . ..n- 1 in (1) and let 
S, SC N be a minimal cover of (l), i.e., CjEs aj>aO and CjEo aisae for all proper 
subsets Q of S. The set E(S), where 
E(S) = SUS’, S’={j:j~N\S,a;zMax ak} 
kcS 
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is called the Bafas-Jeroslow extension of S. A minimal cover S of (1) is called a 
strong minimal cover if riES aj- a,, + ai, ~a,,, where 
aj, = Max aj and ai, = ,Max aj. 
JES J % E(s) 
We remark that our notion of a maximal extension of a minimal cover S, when 
specialized to the linear case, differs slightly from the Balas-Jeroslow extension. 
Indeed S = { 1,2) is a minimal cover of the following constraint 
Now the Balas-Jeroslow extension of S will induce the constraint xl +x25 1 while 
our extension will induce the stronger constraint x, +x2 +x3 +x4< 1. In general, 
one can easily show that for every minimal cover of (I), our maximal extension will 
contain the Balas-Jeroslow one. However, for a strong minimal cover they will 
coincide. 
Let 52 denote the collection of all strong minimal covers of (1). Balas and Jeroslow 
[2] have shown that the O-l solutions of (1) coincide with the set of O-l vectors 
satisfying the system { C JcE(sj Xj< ISI - 1, for all SE Sz}. Further, Glover [3] proved 
that Sz is minimal in the sense that the above equivalence ceases to hold with the 
removal of any member of f2. In the remainder of this section we will attempt to 
derive similar results for the posynomial inequality. That is, we will investigate the 
problem of representing the set of feasible solutions of (2) in terms of an irre- 
dundant collection of extended covering constraints induced by minimal covers 
of (2). 
Proposition 1. Two distinct extended covering constraints induced by two minimal 
covers are incomparable. 
Proof. Let c(E,S) and c(E’,S’) be two distinct extended covering constraints 
induced by the minimal covers S and S’ respectively, and assume, on the contrary, 
that c(E, S) implies c(E’, S’). We will show first that this implies ISI = IS’] and S’ E E. 
Indeed, if ISI > IS’\, then the characteristic vector xs’ of S’ is infeasible for c(E’, S’) 
but is feasible for c(E, S), contradicting the assumption that c(E, S) implies c(E’, S’). 
Now since c(E, S) implies c(E’, S’) and the characteristic vector 2’ of S’ is infeasible 
for the latter it is infeasible for the former. Thus, by Lemma 1, if ISI < IS’1 there 
is a subset Q of Ens’ with IQ 1 = IS/ for which c(Q) is valid for (2). This implies 
that Q contains a minimal cover and that cover is a proper subset of S’, contradict- 
ing its minimality. Hence, ISI = IS’/ and S’ is contained in E which implies that both 
E and E’ are maximal extensions of the same minimal cover S’ and thus are incom- 
parable. This contradicts our assumption that c(E, S) implies c(E’, S’) and the proof 
follows. 
Let D be a set consisting of all the distinct members of a collection of extended 
covering constraints induced by selecting one maximal extension of each minimal 
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cover. In the linear case D is both unique and irredundant, and consists of the set 
of inequalities C ,EE(SJ xi” /Sl- 1 for all strong minimal covers S. In the 
posynomial case, in view of Example 1, D is not necessarily unique and we denote 
by D the collection of all such sets D. Now, from Theorem 1, Proposition 1 and 
the fact that D is irredundant in the linear case, one might expect that D would also 
be irredundant in the posynomial case for all DE D. The following example shows 
that this is not necessarily the case. 
Example 2 (A redundant selection of extended covering constraints). Consider the 
posynomial inequality in 0- 1 variables 
The covering constraints induced by its minimal covers and their extensions are 
given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Minimal covering constraints Corresponding extended covering constraints 
x,+xzzS I XI +X2+X3< I, XI +XZTXJS 1 
x2+x45 1 x, +x2+qc I 
x2+x3= I x~+x3+x5~I,x,+x:+X3~1 
x,+x351 XI +x3+x,5= I. x,+X2*X3< 1 
x,+X.$22 I x,+x2+x451 
x*+x551 X2+X3+X5= 1 
x3+x,s1 X2+X3+X5Sl 
x,+xgcI x,+X3+Xf,s I 
x3+x6< 1 x,+X3+qll 
x,+x5+.Y6a2 .%-~+X~+XJ+X~+X~+.Y~~~ 
Now let D consist of the distinct constraints in the set formed by taking the first 
extended covering constraint induced by each minimal cover. Then 
D={x,+xz+x3~1; x,+x,+x,~l; xz+x3+x,~l: 
xi +x3+x61 1; xi +xz+x3+x4+x5+x612}. 
Obviously, D contains redundant constraints since on the set of O-l vectors the 
inequality xl +x2+x3< 1 is implied by the other inequalities in D. 
Theorem 2 (Irredundant representation by Extended Covering Constraints). On the 
set of O-l vectors, a posynomial inequality is equivalent to any collection of 
extended covering constraints obtained by selecting one maximal extension of each 
minimal cover. Moreover, the distinct elements of one such collection are irre- 
dundant. 
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Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that an 
extended covering constraint induced by a minimal cover S is valid for (2) and 
implies c(S). It remains to show that there exists at least one element in D that is 
irredundant. Now, let D’ be any member of D and let D = {C(Eiy Si), i = 1, . . . , r} be 
derived from D’ after removing redundant constraints. Thus, D is an irredundant 
collection of extended covering constraints which, on the set of O-1 vectors, is 
equivalent o (2). The proof of Theorem 2 will follow if we show that every minimal 
cover S has a maximal extension E such that c(E, S) E D. Now let xs be the charac- 
teristic vector of a minimal cover S. Clearly, xs is infeasible for (2). Moreover, by 
Lemma 1, D is equivalent to IJ:,, {c(Q>:QcE,, IQj=lSij}, and thus there must 
exist an index k, 1 lklr and a subset Q of Ek with IQ1 = l&l and Q 5 S, for which 
xs is infeasible for c(Q), i.e., CJEQ _ , dr 01. Clearly Q cannot be a proper subset 
of S since otherwise Q contains a minimal cover, contradicting the minimality of 
S. However, Q= S and QG Ek imply that Ek, with c(&,S) E D, is a masimal 
extension of S which completes the proof. 
We remark finally that even the representation of a posynomial inequality in 
terms of a collection of irredundant extended covering constraints is not necessarily 
unique. 
3. Canonical facets of the posynomial knapsack polytope 
In this section we study the canonical facets of PC. We assume without loss of 
generality that PC is full-dimensional, i.e., P contains the n unit vectors, or equi- 
valently, if INil = 1 in (2). then Uilao. 
An inequality 
R 
(TX= C CZjXjSaO (6) 
j=l 
is said to be a facet [(n - I)-dimensional face] of PC if it is valid for P and is 
satisfied as an equality by n affinely independent O-1 vectors in P. It is easy to show 
that all facets of P, are either the trivial ones, i.e., XjZO for some j, or else are of 
the form (6) with ojZ0, HEN and ao>O. 
A non-trivial facet of PC is said to be canonical if CI in (6) is a O-l vector, i.e., 
(6) is of the form C,,, ,- x--=k. Since P is full-dimensional, k? 1 and therefore 
CjcF Xjsk is a facet if it is valid for (2) and there are n linearly independent O-l 
vectors in P satisfying CJEF Xj = k. 
We will first provide necessary and sufficient conditions for Xi” 1 to be a facet 
of PC. To that end let xii be the characteristic vector of {i,j}. 
Proposition 2. The inequality XjS 1 is a facet of PC if and only if xiitz P for all itj. 
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Proof. Let ej be the jth unit vector. Then, the vectors e, and X0 for all i+j 
constitute a set of n linearly independent vectors in P. Thus XjS 1 is a facet of PC. 
On the other hand, if ,X,5 1 is a facet of PC there are n linearly independent 
vectors .yk in P with x: = 1. Now if x’j6 P for some i, then x:=0, k= 1, . . . . n, 
contradicting the assumption that the xk’s are linearly independent. 
Proposition 3. If c(S) is a facet of PC, then S is a minimal cover. 
Proof. Let c(S) be a facet of PC and assume, on the contrary, that S is not a 
minimal cover. Then, there exists an element k E S and a cover R, R c S \ {k}. Since 
c(S) is a facet there are n linearly independent vectors in P satisfying C,ES Xj= 
ISI - 1, and the kth coordinate of one such vector, say x’, must be zero. Also xj’= 1 
for jES\ {k). Now, R being a cover implies that C,ER Xi’ IR I- 1 is valid. This, 
however, eliminates the feasible vector x’, vvhich leads to a contradiction and 
completes the proof. 
It was shown in the linear case [l, 5, lo] that all canonical facets can be derived 
from the collection of undominated extended covering constraints induced by 
minimal covers, i.e., extensions of strong minimal covers. Therefore, one might 
hypothesize that all canonical facets of PC can be derived from maximal extensions 
of minimal covers. This hypothesis is being refuted by Example 3 below, where we 
show that C ,EFXjlk with IFl>k+ 1 can be a facet of PC even though no subset 
R of F with cardinality k + 1 is a minimal cover, indeed not even a cover. However, 
in Theorem 3 which follows, we then show that any canonical facet of PC is a 
maximal extension of a minimal set. 
Example 3 (A canonical facet that is not a maximal extension of a cover). Consider 
the posynomial inequality in O-l variables 
5x,x2x3 + 5x,x5x, + 5x,x,x9 59. (7) 
It is easy to show that CT=, Xi’7 is valid for (7). In fact it is a facet of the convex 
hull of feasible solutions to (7) since the nine vectors 
(O,l, l,l,l, l,l,l,O), (l,O, l,l, l,l, 190, l), (l,l,O, l,l,l,O, 1, l), 
(l,l, l,O, l,l, l,O, l), (l,l,l, l,O, l,l,l,O), (l,l, l,l,l,O,O, 1, l), 
(t&l, l,O, l,l,l, 1, l), (l,O, l,l,l,O, 191, l), (l,l,O, l,l,O, l,l,l) 
are linearly independent, feasible for (7) and satisfy Cg,, Xj= 7. However, no 
index set of eight variables is a cover of the posynomial inequa!ity (7). ?h;_ covering 
constraints corresponding to minimal covers of (7) are x1 +x2 +x3 +x, +x5 +x6 I 5, 
x, +X2+X3i-X7+X8+X9s5 and x4+x5+x6+x,+xs+xg15. It can be easily shown 
that each one of these three covering constraints is a facet of the convex hull of 
feasible solutions to (7) and that on the set of O-l vectors they imply the facet 
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C,‘=, Xj<7. Moreover, the constraint c(Q) induced by the index set Q of any eight 
variables is implied by one of the covering constraints induced by the minimal covers 
of (7). 
Theorem 3. If 
is a facet of PC, then (i) at least one subset S of F with 1 S I= k + 1 is a minimal set 
of (2), and (ii) F is the maximal extension of any such minimal set. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 and the fact that (8) is valid for (2), it follows that c(S) is 
valid for (2) for every subset S of F with ISI = k + 1. To prove (i), assume on the 
contrary that no such subset S is a minimal set of (2). Then Cjos XjS k- 1 is valid 
for (2) for any subset S of F with ISI = k+ 1. This, however, implies by Lemma 1 
that CjrFxj5k- 1 is valid for (2), which contradicts the fact (8) is a facet of PC. 
To prove (ii), assume on the contrary that F is not a maximal extension of some 
minimal set S of (2). Then, either (a) S has a maximal extension F’ that is a proper 
subset of F, or (b) S has a maximal extension F” that properly contains F. Now, 
if (a) holds, then by definition of a maximal extension, (8) is not valid for (2). If, 
on the other hand, (b) holds, then (8) cannot be a facet of PC. Thus both (a) and 
(b) lead to a contradiction and (ii) follows. 
Theorem 4 below provides a sufficient condition for the extended covering 
constraint induced by a maximal extension F of a minimal cover S to be a facet of 
PC. For simplicity of exposition, we will assume for the rest of this section that 
F\ S consists of the first /F\ S( elements of N and F consists of the first 1 Fi 
elements of N. 
Theorem 4. Let F be a maximal extension of a minimal cover S of (2). A sufficient 
condition for 
to be a facet of PC is that for every i E F \ S there exists a set Si E S with j St I= 1 S I - 1 
for which Si U {i} is a minimal cover. 
Proof.’ It suffices to exhibit n linearly independent O-l vectors in P satisfying 
CjeF. Xi= IS/ - 1. By assumption, for every i E F\ S there exists a set Si G S with 
lSil = (SI - 1 for which Si U {i} is a minimal cover. Let xi be the characteristic 
vector Of SiU{i}, i=l,..., IF\SJ, where Si is any subset of Si with ISi\ =jSj-2. 
3 For the special case where F= N Theorem 4 follows from results derived for independence system, 
see Proposition 4.3 in [6]. 
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Now since S is a minimal cover, the vectors xi, i= 1, ..,, IF\ Sj are feasible for (2) 
and satisfy (9) with equality. Further, let the vectors xi, i= IF\ Sj + 1, . . . . IFI be 
defined as follows: xi=0 for 1 ~j~IF\Si or lFl+ lljln or j=i and xi= 1 
otherwise. Since S is a minimal cover of (2), the vectors xi, i= IF\ SI + 1, . . . . JFJ, 
are in P and satisfy (9) with equality. Finally, since F is a maximal extension of S, 
for every index i E N\ F there exists a proper subset Qi of F with IQ,1 = IS I- 1, and 
the characteristic vector xi of Qi U {i} is feasible for (2) and satisfies (9) with 
equality. Now consider the n x n matrix X whose ith row vector is the vector xi 
constructed above. Then X can be partitioned as follows: 
where I, is the identity matrix of dimension r; A,, A1 and A3 are, respectively, O-l 
matrices of dimensions IF\ SI x ISI, ISI x ISi and (n- IFI)x IFI and the zeros in X 
designate zero matrices of appropriate dimensions. Clearly the determinant of X 
equals the determinant of AZ. Now since AZ is a square matrix whose diagonal 
elements are zero and off-diagonal elements are one, the determinant of AZ is not 
zero and hence xi, i= 1 , . . ..n. are linearly independent. This completes the proof. 
It was shown in the linear case [l, 5, lo] that CjEFxjSk is a facet of pc if 
and only if F is an extension of a strong minimal cover S with ISi = k+ 1 and 
aI + CjEs aj-ai, -ai,sao, where ai, =Ma?clEs aj, aj,=Maxj,,,ci,, aj. Or, equi- 
valently, the inequality CjcF Xi” k is a facet of PC if and only if F is an extension 
of a strong minimal cover S with jS[ = k+ 1 and there exist proper subsets Si of S 
such that the characteristic vectors xi of Sj U {i}, in F\ S, are in PC and satisfy 
CjaFxj=k for i=l,...,IF\SI. 
It is interesting to note that for the posynomial knapsack problem, a maximal 
extension F of a minimal cover S can be a facet of PC even though no proper subset 
3 of S exists for which the characteristic vector x of SU {i), for some ie F\ S, is 
feasible for (2) and satisfies CjsF Xj = k. This is shown by the following example. 
Example 4. Consider the posynomial inequality in O-l variables 
Cf, 1 2Xj + 2X*X2X9 + 2X3X4X9 + 2X5sYbXg + 2X,X8X9 + 2XlX*XlO 
+ 2X3X,X,0 + 2X~X()X,, + 2Y,X*X*() + &,x,x, I+ Lu,X,X, , 
+zusx,x~,+2x,xsx,,+x*~+x,3~15. (10) 
Theset S={1,2,..., 8) is a minimal cover of (10) whose only maximal extension is 
F= { 1, . . . . 1 I}. The extended covering constraint induced by S is CfL, Xi’7 which 
is a facet of the polytope PC associated with (10). This is so since all thirteen row 
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vectors of the non-singular matrix X given below are feasible for (10) and satisfy 
c;:, x/=7. 
x= 
-x9 xIO xII 1 xI x2 x3 x4 xS x6 x7 X8 I Xl2 x13 --~--~-__-__-___--~~-~-~~~~_~ 
1 1 O IO 10 10 1111 
1 0 110 IO I 0 1 1 1 0 I 
0 1 110 10 10 1111 -_---____-_-__-____---------- 
IO 11 1 1 1 1 11 
I1 0 1111 111 
0 I1 10 1111 1 0 I 
I : i I 
I1 1111 1 0 11 
I1 11111 1 01 --_-__--________-__---------- 
1 1 1 11 0 10 10 1011 0 
1 1 1 11 0 10 10 I010 1 
Now for the posynomial inequality (lo), one cannot find an index ief \ S= 
{9,10,11} and indices jr& ES such that the characteristic vector of {i} US \ {jr&} 
is both feasible for (10) and satisfies CJLr Xj=7. 
In some special cases we are able to provide necessary and sufficient conditions 
for an extended covering constraint induced by a minimal cover to be a facet of PC. 
Explicitly, we are able to characterize canonical facets derived from a maximal 
extension F of a minimal cover S in the special case where all variables Xj , j E F \ S, 
appear linearly in the posynomial function f(x), i.e., f(x) can be written as 
&\S clixi+ Cia.k.f\(F\~j a~ ~/EN I x. and N;n(F\S)=0 for all iEM\(F\S). We 
will refer to such a maximal extension F as a linear extension. 
To present our results we need to introduce some new notation. Let fS” and xsk 
denote the optimal value and an optimal solution to Min {f(x), s.t. xjeS Xi= 
ISI -k, Xje (0, l}, j~s, xj=O, j@S), respectively. Observe that fS=f(.?), where 
xs is the characteristic vector of S, and that f 'k can always be expressed as f sk = 
fS - I)=, d;, where Cy=, 8; is the decrease in the value off’ after sequentially 
decreasing the values of Xi, j E S \ Sk, from one to zero. We will assume without 
loss of generality that 
s+r$+, , l~jsk-1 and l~k<lSI. (11) 
Further let Akr Et=, a;, dkTr= C:,, S_J for ksr and dk=dkVk.Then, by the 
definition of fsk, A”’ and Sf we have that 
z,lk2dk*’ for all rzk. (12) 
The 6;‘s that satisfy (11) and (12) are not necessarily unique. One possible way of 
calculating a sequence of 6:‘s is by using the following recursive equations: 
gf(=fs,_f%\(i~= Max CfS~-fSt\('~), llisk, 
,E s, \S‘ 
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where 
S,=S and S;+,=S,\{i}. 
Now, let F be a linear extension of a minimal cover S and assume, for simplicitly 
of exposition, that F\ S= {i:i= 1, . . . . jF\ Sj} and ajlUj+, , i= 1, . . . . IF\ St - 1. 
Then, 




for some lctcr-1. 
Proof. If the maximal extension F of a minimal cover S is linear and (13) or (14) 
are satisfied, then as in the proof of Theorem 4, one can easily construct n linearly 
independent O-l vectors in P satisfying I,,, Xi= ISI - 1. To complete the proof we 
have to show that if the facet c(F,S) is an extended covering constraint induced by 
a minima1 cover S and F is a linear extension, then either (13) or (14) are satisfied. 
To this end we have to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. If 
A’+f’-A’+‘saO 
for some 1 srs]SI, then Ak+fS-Ak+‘saO for all ksr. 
(19 
Proof. Assume (15) holds for some lsrslF\SI and that for some lsk<r 
Ak+fS-Ak+‘>aO. (16) 
Since S is a minimal cover, we have that 
fs-A’*‘+ for all lIzI IS/. (17) 
From (16) and (17) we obtain Ak+A’*‘>Ak+‘, which when coupled with (12) 
results with 
Ak+A I.z>Ak+ 1.2 for zrk+ 1. (18) 
Now, sinceajIai+, for i=l,...,kand6i”‘r6j’=: forj=l,...,r, weconclude from 
(18) with z=r+ 1 that ak>&z:. Moreover A’-Ak>A r+ I -Ak+l*r+‘. Thus, 
>Ak+fS_Ak-l.r+l. 
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Using (16) and the fact that ~kc’~dk*‘,rc’ we obtain A’+fS-d’+‘>ae. This 
contradicts (15) and the proof of Lemma 4 follows. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 5. Since c(F, S) is a facet of P,, there 
exist IF\ S/ vectors xi on this facet such that the submatrix Tcomposed of the first 
IF\ SI entries of these vectors is non-singular. Let us denote by ti the ith row of 
T, and let Max Isjs:F\s it;l=k. Then, b y L emma 4 it follows that (13) holds for 
1 IE k. If k = IF\ S( we are done. Otherwise, since T is nonsingular, each column 
of T must have a nonzero entry. Consider, for instance, the Ith column of T, where 
f>k, and assume that fpl=l. Recall that a;lUi+t for lsis:JF\SI-1, which 
implies that Ai’pl-‘+fS+,,-d”pl”~ao. Thus, (14) holds for all k<rl(F\ SI 
and the proof of Theorem 5 follows. 
Let r/i={l***., i}. Then, Theorem 5 can be equivalently stated as follows. 
Corollary 1. If the maximal extension F of a minimal cover S of (2) is a linear 
extension, then c(F, S) is a facet of P, if and only if there exist j F \ S j vectors xi, 
each being a characteristic vector of either Ui U Si or r/j U {i } U Sj+ 1 for some 
j<i-1, where&, Sj+,CS, (S,I=jSj-r-1 and UiCF\S, such that the vectorsxi 
are contained in Pandsatisfy C,,,xj=\Sl-l for i=l,...,IF\SI. 
Now, recall that in the linear case c(E(S), S) is a facet of (1) if and only if (i) 
there exist /E(S) \ S/ characteristic vectors x sl, feasible for (1) and satisfying 
c ,ENS) x7 = ISI - 1, and (ii) the O-l non-singular submatrix T comprised of the 
first IE(S) \ Sl entries of these vectors is diagonal. From Corollary 1 it follows that 
in the posynomial case, if the maximal extension F of a minimal cover S is linear, 
then c(F,S) is a facet of P, if and only if the O-l non-singular submatrix T 
constructed as in the linear case is triangular. If the maximal extension F in the 
posynomial case is not linear, we have illustrated in Example 4 that c(F,S) can be 
a facet even though the only submatrix T that can be so constructed is not even 
triangular. 
Finally, we remark that the work done by, e.g. [6, 7, 8, 11, 121, concerning lifting 
facets of lower dimensional subpolytopes of pc are either valid or can be trivially 
extended to the posynomial knapsack polytope P,. 
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